INTRODUCTION
A database is in optimal storage according to the schema defined in the data structures. However, after some opérations, storage areas are not in good order due to additions and deletions of data. Such updating procedures reduce the size of continuous memory areas and make processing efficiency worse. To use storage areas effectively and to improve processing efficiently, garbage (*) Received June 1994. C 1 collections have to be made at suitable times. Many garbage collections to reclaim the storage and rearrange a database are used in most large list processing Systems [1] , [2] . Cohen [3] reviewed algorithms for performing garbage collection of linked data structures. Recently, several authors [4] , [5] , [6] have studied "real" time garbage collections to avoid suspension of the application program in its exécution. Almost all problems have been concerning with how to introducé garbage collection methods.
When a database is updated from several online terminais, it would be necessary to set up a desired response time. If response times become comparatively long, processing efficiency becomes worse, and at last, it would be impossible to update data. Response times may depend on the amount of garbages.
This paper proposes when to make garbage collection for a database with a threshold level K of total garbages. An amount of garbages with Cdf G (x) arises from each update and is additive. A cost and a time for a garbage collection are higher if total garbages are greater than K. To prevent such an e vent, a garbage collection is made at periodic time T or at iV-th update, whichever occurs first.
Each garbage collection restores computer resources such as response time, storage area and throughput to an initial state. This corresponds to one modification of replacements of shock models [7] , replacing "update" by "shock" and "garbage" by "damage". Using the theory of cumulative processes [8] , the expected cost is derived and optimal policies which minimize it are discussed. It is shown that optimal time T* and number iV* exist uniquely in reasonable cases when the System is updated at a Poisson process. Numerical examples are given when an amount of damages is exponential.
EXPECTED COST
Suppose that the database is updated at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with an intensity function X(i) and a mean-value function i?(£), Le.,
Then, the probability of j updates of the database
Further, an amount Wj of garbages arises from the j-th update and has a probability distribution G (x), independent of the number of updates. It is 3 assumed that these garbages are additive. Then, total garbages Zj -V^ W % up to the j-th update have where G^') (x) is the j-fold convolution of G (x) with itself, and G^°) (x) = 0 for x < 0, = 1 for a; > 0. If total garbages exceed an upper limit level K, then the database becomes useless for lack of storage areas or due to long response times.
A garbage collection is made, before the database is useless, at time T or at N-th update, whichever occurs first. For the above model, we introducé the following costs: let c\ and c% be fixed costs for the respective garbage collections at time T and at JV-th update, and C2 be a fixed cost for garbage collection when total garbages exceed a level K, where c\ < C2 and C3 < C2. Further, let co (x) be a variable cost for collections of an amount x of garbages.
The expected cost when a garbage collection is made at time T or N-th update is
(1) Jo Jo and the expected cost when total garbages exceed a level K is
/o The mean time to a garbage collection is
Therefore, the expected cost rate is
Suppose that a garbage collection is made at only time T. Then, from (4), the expected cost is given by
We seek an optimal time T* which minimizes Ci (T) in (5). Differentiating Ci (T) with respect to T and setting it equal to zero imply
It is very difficuit to discuss an optimal T* analytically. In particular, we assume that the database is updated at a Poisson process with rate A and CQ(X) is proportional to an amount of garbages, Le., A (t) = A and CQ (x) = co x. Then, équations (5) and (6) If co = 0 then (8) is 
OPTIMAL UPDATE NUMBER
The expected cost rate when a garbage collection is made at only JV-th update is, from (4),
--.(10)
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Forming the inequality C2 (N + 1) -C2 {N) > 0 to seek an optimal number TV* which minimizes C2 (N) in (10), we have
Suppose that A (t) = À and co (x) = co a;. Then, équations (10) and (11) are, respectively, 
x 'E' GW (if) -/ [1 -G<"> (x)] dx l > (13)
If en = 0 then (13) is 
(K)-G& (K)

C2-C3
Dénote the left-hand side in (14) by U (N). Then, we have
U(N)-U(N-1)=\" (N^,T^ G(N)
Thus, if G^+ 1) (x)/G(iï (x) is strictly decreasing in j, then U (N) is also strictly increasing, and
U(oo)= lim
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We compute the optimal policies numerically when co (x) = co x, A (i) = A and G (x) -1 -e~f iX . In this case, équation (8) 
Therefore, if C2 -C3 -CO/M > C3/(M ^) ^en there exists a unique minimum iV* which satisfies (18), and conversely, if C2 -C3 -CO/M ^ C z/{^K) then AT* -> 00, since G^+ 1^ (x)/G^ (x) is strictly decreasing in j. Table I gives the optimal times T* for \xK = 150, 300, 500, 700 and c 2 /ci = 100, 200, 500, 1000 when c 0 K/c\ = 1. For example, when À = 5, C2/C1 = 100 and /züf = 700, the optimal time AT* is about 572. That is, when the database is updated at 5 times an hour and becomes useless after 700 updates on the average, a garbage collection should be made at 572/5 = 114.4 hours, Le., at about 114.4/24 « 4.8 days. Taking another view point, when total garbages exceed (572/700) x 100 « 81.7% of the upper limit K, a garbage collection should be made. Similarly, Table II gives the optimal numbers N* for \iK -150, 300, 500, 700 and c 2 /c z = 100, 200, 500, 1000 when fi = 1.0 and CQK/CS = 1. For example, when c%jcz -100 and \xK = 700, the optimal number TV* is 605. That is, a garbage collection is made at (605/700) x 100 w 86.4% of the upper limit K, the value of which is greater than that of the previous case when c\ -C3. In gênerai, a garbage collection policy at iV-th update is more economical than that at time T, however, they have almost the same values in case of ci -C3. Further, it is of interest that both T* and N* depend little on costs oifc\ and C2/C3, and are given approximately by \xK.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied when to make garbage collections in the opération of a database which is useless at an upper limit K of total garbages. When a database is updated at a nonhomogeneous Poisson process, and an amount of garbage due to each update can be estimated and has Cdf G(x), we have considered the model where a garbage collection is made at time T or at iV-th update.
Applying the theory of cumulative processes to this model, we have obtained the expected cost and have discussed the optimal T* and iV* which minimize the expected cost. From numerical examples, it has been shown that the optimal policies are determined approximately by an upper limit K.
In this paper, we adopt the time T and the update number N as indicators of opération of a database. If total garbages or remaining storage and memory areas would be estimated from some methods, we could consider similar models where garbage collections are made at total garbages or remaining areas. Note that the second term in (A.2) is négative since is strictly decreasing.
x)/G^ (x)
Changing the summation of i and j, the first term in (A. 
